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Conflict Update # 65 

May 20th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces may have made 

marginal gains to the north, west, and 

south of Popasna in order to continue their 

offensive on Severodonetsk from the 

south.  

Russian sources may be overstating 
the number of Ukrainian defenders who 

have been evacuated from Azovstal to 

either maximize the number of Russian 

prisoners of war who may be exchanged for 

Ukrainian soldiers or to avoid the 

embarrassment of admitting they have 

been locked into a months-long siege 

against only “hundreds” of Ukrainian 

soldiers.  

Russian troops reportedly regained 
certain positions taken by the Ukrainian 

counteroffensive north of Kharkiv City.  

Russian forces are likely preparing for 

a major Ukrainian counteroffensive and 

protracted conflict on the Southern Axis. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 

Russian forces conducted unspecified 

offensive operations in the direction of 

Slovyansk but did not make any confirmed 

advances on May 20. Ukrainian General 

Staff reported that Russian troops are 

attempting to erect a pontoon bridge over the Severskyi Donets River in the vicinity of Yaremivka, about 25 kilometers 

southeast of Izyum in the direction of Slovyansk. They additionally conducted artillery strikes on Dovhenke and Dolyna, 

both southeast of Izyum heading towards Slovyansk. 

They also reportedly intensified efforts to break through Ukrainian defenses around Popasna in order to push towards 

Severodonetsk from the south. Pro-Russian news sources reported that Russian forces made advances through Ukrainian 

lines of defense in three directions. Russian Airborne (VDV) forces reportedly took control of Volodymirivka and Lypove, 
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and broke through Ukrainian defenses 

in Komyshuvakha, all north of Popasna. 

Troops of the Russian ”Wagner” Private 

Military Company reportedly took 

control of Trypillya and Vyskrivka to the 

west of Popasna. Ukrainian sources 

noted that offensive operations are on-

going in Vyskrivka. Russian forces 

additionally reportedly took control of 

Troitske, south of Popasna. Such 

reports are consistent with Ukrainian 

General Staff statements that the 

Russian grouping around Popasna is 

trying to take new frontiers in the area. 

NASA’s Fire Information for Resource 

Management (FIRMS) data, however, 

does not show a concentration of fires 

in this area, which may suggest that the 

Russian sources are exaggerating the 

scale or significance of the attacks, 

although the absence of evidence is not 

evidence of absence in this case. The 

purported encirclement of the Popasna 

area may be an effort to break through 

Ukrainian defenses in order to provide 

support for the on-going battle for 

Severodonetsk, where Russian troops 

are making marginal gains and 

reportedly took control of 

Shchedryshcheve and Syrotne, just 

north of Severodonetsk. 

Russian forces reportedly made marginal gains during ground attacks in Donetsk Oblast on May 20. Pro-Russian Telegram 

channels stated that Russian forces are trying to encircle a Ukrainian grouping around Svyatohirsk and are storming 

Yarova, both west of Lyman and within 10 kilometers of the border with Kharkiv Oblast. Ukrainian General Staff reported 

that Russian forces are continuing offensive operations around Lyman and will likely continue to push west to meet 

Russian forces in Southern Kharkiv Oblast, and are additionally conducting unsuccessful assault operations around 

Donetsk City in the vicinity of Avdiivka and Novobakhmutivka. 

Supporting Effort #1—Mariupol - Russian sources may be overstating the number of Ukrainian defenders who have 

been evacuated from the Azovstal Steel Plant as of May 20. Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu stated that nearly 

2,000 Ukrainian fighters have left Azovstal since evacuations began, whereas the International Committee of the Red 

Cross (ICRC) reported that it has registered only “hundreds” of Ukrainian prisoners of war. The discrepancy could result 

merely from delays in ICRC registrations or reporting.  Official Russian sources may also be obfuscating the true number 

of evacuees for various reasons, however.  The Russians might claim that they have captured more Ukrainian soldiers 

than they actually did in order to maximize the number of Russian prisoners that can be exchanged should they agree on 

a prisoner swap with Ukraine. The Russian leadership may also seek to avoid the embarrassment of admitting that their 
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forces have been locked in a months-long siege by ”hundreds” rather than ”thousands” of Ukrainian defenders. 

Commander of the Azov Regiment Denis Prokopenko additionally stated that he has given the command to stop the 

defense of Mariupol to save the lives of the defenders of Azovstal, so evacuation numbers will likely rise in the coming 

days. 

Ukrainian General Staff reports that Russian forces are continuing filtration measures in Mariupol. Advisor to the Mayor 

of Mariupol Petro Andryushchenko additionally made a number of claims that ISW cannot independently verify. He 

asserted that Russian troops are planning to use filtration camps in Mariupol to forcibly mobilize men into the militia of 

the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR),and claimed that the Russian occupation administration in Mariupol is planning a 

census for men aged 18 to 50 to further force mobilization into the DNR. He also asserted that four schools in Mariupol 

are set to open by the end of May under ”Russian standards and Russian programs,” with a full implementation of Russian 

curricula reportedly slated for fall of 2022. Andryushchenko’s claims are consistent with overall trends of filtration and 

occupation processes in Mariupol that ISW has been able to verify through other sources, although these particular claims 

are unverified at this time. 

Supporting Effort #2—Kharkiv City - Russian forces focused on regaining positions taken by Ukrainian forces during 

the counteroffensive north of Kharkiv City on May 20, and are reportedly fighting in Vesele, Tsyrkuny, Zolochiv, and 

Ternova and may have recaptured Ternova and Rubizhne, although ISW cannot independently confirm these claims at 

this time. Such efforts are likely spoiling attacks meant to disrupt the Ukrainian counteroffensive in northern Kharkiv 

Oblast with the intention of either buying Russian 

forces time to withdraw and redeploy to other axes 

of advance or to reinforce defensive positions to the 

north of Kharkiv City. Russian forces additionally 

continued to shell Kharkiv City and its environs, likely 

to further distract Ukrainian forces from cohering 

offensive actions towards the Russian border. 

Supporting Effort #3  Southern Axis - Russian 

forces focused on strengthening existing defensive 

lines and creating secondary defensive lines on the 

Southern Axis but did not make any confirmed 

advances on May 20. Ukrainian General Staff 

reported that Russian troops are bringing 

engineering equipment to frontlines on the Southern 

Axis to construct a second line of defense, which 

likely indicates that Russian forces are preparing to 

defend against possible Ukrainian counter-offensives 

and settling in for protracted operations in Southern 

Ukraine. Russian forces conducted rocket, missile, 

and artillery attacks against Kherson, Zaporizhia, 

Dnipropetrovsk, and Odesa Oblasts. 

Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian special 

services are continuing to destabilize the situation in 

Transnistria through disseminating disinformation 

about the mining of social infrastructure and state 

institutions in Tiraspol, Bender, Dubossary, and 

Rybnytsia. 
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Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces will likely complete their withdrawal from the vicinity of Kharkiv City but attempt to hold a line 

west of Vovchansk to defend their GLOCs from Belgorod to Izyum.  It is unclear if they will succeed. 

• The Russians will continue efforts to encircle Severodonetsk and Lysychansk at least from the south, possibly by 

focusing on cutting off the last highway connecting Severodonetsk-Lysychansk with the rest of Ukraine. 

• Russian forces are likely preparing for Ukrainian counteroffensives and settling in for protracted operations in 

Southern Ukraine. 

Ukrainian Troops Destroy Russian Armored Unit Trying to Cross Seversky Donets River - The result of the 

defeat: dozens of units of destroyed Russian armored vehicles. 

Ukrainian military officials shared video Tuesday of what they said was another defeat of Russian troops trying to cross 

the Seversky Donets near the village of Belogorivka. 

Aerial footage showed a destroyed pontoon bridge over the river, tanks submerged in the water and countless charred 

military vehicles littering the desolate landscape. 

Russian losses - The Ukrainian military claims that Russia has lost 1,263 tanks, 3,090 armored fighting vehicles, 596 

artillery systems, 200 multiple launch rocket systems, 93 anti-aircraft systems, 204 warplanes, 168 helicopters, 2,162 

motor vehicles and fuel tankers, 13 vessels, 460 unmanned aerial vehicles, and 43 units of special equipment. 

Russian attempts to restock its military may be doomed to failure - Two and a half months after’s Moscow’s 

full-scale invasion of Ukraine, a clear theme has emerged: the technology Russia brought to the fight was largely outdated 

or poorly maintained. With thousands of vehicles, helicopters and jets now having been destroyed by Ukrainian forces, 

one of the greatest questions facing Moscow’s military planners is how to produce or procure new equipment, at a time 

when sanctions are limiting their ability to secure key parts. 

Details show a dim and severely diminished future for Russia’s defense industrial sector. Reports from foreign experts 

examining Russian hardware abandoned on the field and dissection of long-range missile components still intact after 

impact by Ukrainian intelligence analysts demonstrates clearly that the weapon systems being used in this war are heavily 

dependent on inputs from foreign suppliers — the majority of whom are legally barred from doing business with Russia 

under the current sanctions regime. 

That level of dependence likely means Russia’s ability to re-stock the missiles and weapon systems that have been 

expended in the conflict will be heavily curtailed for the foreseeable future — and, in some cases, effectively impossible. 

The very real future disadvantage that the Russian military is staring at now is the current sanctions regime. These are a 

set of embargoes that are several orders of magnitude larger and more comprehensively restrictive than those imposed 

following the initial invasion and occupation by Moscow of the Crimea and Donbas regions in 2014. 

At this point Moscow faces the real prospect of having to cease using its most effective missile systems in order to ensure 

that it has enough inventory on hand to maintain a credible and sustainable defensive posture against NATO and its other 

perceived enemies. 

• An examination of Russian systems reveals that there is a consistent pattern across all major Russian weapons 

systems recovered from the battlefield. The 9M949 guided 300-mm rocket that forms the backbone of Russian 

precision artillery as a munition for the Tornado-S multiple launch rocket system uses a US-made fibre-optic 

gyroscope for its inertial navigation. The Russian TOR-M2 air-defence system – one of the most potent short-

ranged air-defence systems in the world – relies on a British-designed oscillator in the computer controlling the 
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platform’s radar. This pattern is true in the Iskander-M, the Kalibr cruise missile, the Kh-101 air-launched cruise 

missile,” as well as many others. 

• Russian military radios (R-168-5UN-2, R-168-5UN-1 and R-168-5UT-2), which form the backbone of the Russian 

military’s tactical communications, for instance, reveals critical electronic components manufactured in the US, 

Germany, the Netherlands, South Korea and Japan. 

• The 9M727 cruise missile that is fired from the Iskander-K is seen as “an example of one of Russia’s most 

advanced weapons systems, able to manoeuvre at low altitude to a target and strike with considerable 

precision.” Of the seven socket attachment points allowing data to be moved through the heat shield, one is of 

Soviet-era design and manufactured in Russia. The remaining six are all products of US companies. 

• Kalibr missiles designed by Novator have around 70 percent foreign content in the seeker and other associated 

elements of the guidance system. 

Head of US special ops in Africa likens Wagner Group to ‘terrorist organization’ - The Russian private military 

organization known as the Wagner Group is a “destabilizing force” on the African continent similar to that of a terrorist 

group, the commander of US Special Operations Command Africa said Wednesday. 

“For myself, I’ve begun thinking of them as a terrorist organization,” said Navy Rear Adm. Milton Sands III at the Special 

Operations Forces Industry Conference. “They bring just destabilization [and] instability wherever they go. They leave 

countries less secure and poorer when they leave. They benefit from governmental instability in Africa.” 

Putin 

Putin Under Pressure to Fold Ukrainian Territory Into Russia - Putin is facing some pressure to fully incorporate 

occupied Ukrainian territory into Russia, particularly in southern Ukraine. 

Volodymyr Saldo, who was appointed by Russian forces to lead the southern Kherson region after they gained control of 

it during the invasion, said that Kherson will become part of Russia and that a budget has already been approved in rubles, 

according to social media. The post was published on the Telegram page of the Kherson region's "Civil-Military 

Administration," but its contents were attributed to Saldo. 

Similarly, Georgy Muradov, deputy prime minister of Crimea's government and Crimea's permanent representative to 

Russia, told Russian state-owned news agency Ria Novosti in an interview Thursday that he believes the "liberated 

territories" in southern Ukraine "will become another region of Russia." 

This Is Not Just 'Putin's War' And Russians Should '100 Percent' Feel Guilty - Vladislav Inozemtsev is a Russian 

academic and the director of the Moscow-based Center for Research on Post-Industrial Studies. In a wide-ranging 

interview with RFE/RL's Georgian Service, the analyst discusses the health of Russian President Vladimir Putin, whether 

Russians should feel collective guilt, and predicts how the Putin regime will end. 

Russia has some major advances, the entire southern part of Ukraine is occupied and therefore, it's a great success. 

Because, if one remembers 2014-15, there was a lot of talk about so-called Novorossia and Malorossia, and this land 

corridor to Crimea, which at that time it would have been assumed as a major success for the Russian forces. Now it's 

actually done, and no one speaks of it as a success. 

The problem of Putin was that the goals and the tasks of the intervention when it started were set too high and now you 

cannot actually declare any kind of victory, because it was said that we will de-Nazify the whole Ukraine, it will end up 

inside the Russian sphere of influence, be neutral and demilitarized, yet nothing like this will happen in the future. 

Russian gains are not irreversible. What Putin wants to do in the coming weeks is to orchestrate some kind of referendum, 

or just unilateral decisions of all these occupied territories -- like the [so-called] Luhansk People's Republic and the 
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Donetsk People's Republic and maybe the Kherson region -- to attach them to the Russian Federation, because actually 

[Putin] will want to make these gains irreversible. And then if and when the Ukrainian Army advances, he can claim that 

this is aggression against the Russian Federation, which allows him to use nuclear weapons, and all means of defense. 

The Russian gains are not irreversible at all, because the Ukrainian Army is getting stronger. And at one point, it will 

counterattack, and it will be a huge counteroffensive. So, therefore, the advances are not final, but Putin wants to make 

them final, to consolidate and justify. 

Things have not gone well, and Putin is trying e is trying to understand what went wrong. And he cannot, because if he 

accepts the idea that almost everything he knew was wrong, it would be a huge blow to his general worldview. And, 

therefore, now he is struggling to correct his picture of the world, and to understand what he should do next. 

My vision is that the Kremlin doesn't have any kind of complete plan of what it will do [next], but the next step would be, 

from my point of view, annexation of territory to somehow secure the results of this period of war. 

But now I think the West has decided it's too much. And there is not much space and not much room for maneuver. 

Because what can the West do? The West can advise Ukraine to give up one-third of its territory? Now everyone can see 

that this won't happen, it won't help, because in 2014, Russia took Crimea…then the next year Putin took part of Donbas. 

Now they take three more regions. And if there is a cease-fire, a peace treaty, it doesn't mean that four years from now, 

Putin won't make an attempt to capture Kyiv again. 

So now I think any kind of peace with Putin is almost impossible. Therefore, I don't think the idea of Putin outliving the 

West can work out. The West should outlive Putin. This has been my idea since 2015. They shouldn't seek any kind of 

active conflict. They should just stay firm on the limits, which Putin reached already. Because, in five, 10, 15 years, the 

regime will crumble, because it's a very personalistic regime, and it cannot survive or outlive Mr. Putin himself physically. 

Putin will die in office with 99 percent probability or maybe he'll be dismissed by an internal coup. In both cases, after 

Putin departs, the conflict inside the Russian elite will intensify dramatically. The system will ruin itself. 

Russia is going to become a very isolated country and its imperial identity will be either lost or rethought. It's a huge 

challenge, both mentally, ideologically, economically, and geopolitically. So after the war ends -- and it doesn't depend 

how it ends -- Russia will never be the same Russia we saw from 1991 till 2022. There'll be another country, more 

backward, with fewer links to the world, much more isolated, and even more conservative than it was before the war. 

Russia will become a power which looks only backwards. It wants to go back. It's what I call an un-contemporary country, 

and it will accelerate its return to the Middle Ages. 

'It's meaningless to hope for victory' Top Russian ex-spy turned influencer warns Putin's offensive in Eastern Ukraine 

is going 'very bad', troops will suffer 'huge losses' while their leadership leaves 'much to be desired.' 

Igor Girkin, an ex-FSB officer who led fighting in Donbas in 2014, has slammed Russia's current war in Ukraine. Girkin, 

who goes by the name Strelkov, said it is 'meaningless to hope for victory' even if Russia takes Donbas, that seizing the 

region will incur 'huge' Russian losses with bloodied troops left defending a huge frontline. 

Ukrainians - who are reinforcing with conscripts and rearming with Western weapons - will then go on the counter-attack, 

forcing Russian troops backwards and perhaps to their own borders, he added 

Russia has virtually no hope of winning its war in Ukraine even if it manages to seize the whole of Donbas in the coming 

weeks, a former spy and commander who was instrumental in starting the original conflict has said.  
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Girkin has given a withering assessment of Putin's war effort, saying that Russian units are suffering 'huge losses' by 

'banging their heads against' deeply entrenched Ukrainian troops, and are being led by commanders who 'leave much to 

be desired.' 

Despite Russia making piecemeal gains on the Donbas front in recent days - capturing towns around Popansa and pushing 

to encircle Severodonetsk - Strelkov says Ukraine is fast-mobilizing new troops, rearming using Western weapons, and 

digging into new defensive positions that will be hard to overrun. 

Once the Russian offensive grinds to a halt - something Strelkov predicts could happen as soon as mid-June - Ukraine will 

then switch to counter attacks as it did around Kyiv and Kharkiv, forcing Putin's commanders on to the back foot and 

likely pushing their badly-mauled units backwards - perhaps to their own borders. 

But even if no counter-attacks come, Russia will be faced with the prospect of trying to hold a long front line against well-

armed and newly-reinforced Ukrainian defenders who will refuse to give up the fight, all the while Russia's economy will 

flatline under sanctions. 

It is perhaps the most-damning assessment of the war yet to come out of Russia, albeit from a man who has spent the 

past several months lashing out at Putin and his inner circle via his YouTube and Telegram channels - accusing Defence 

Minister Sergei Shoigu of 'criminal negligence' and 'suspected treason'. 

Strelkov's account also tallies with what many Western analysts and experts have been saying for weeks - that, in effect, 

Putin lost his war the moment he failed to take Kyiv and all that remains to be decided is how much blood and treasure 

he is willing to expend in an effort to save face. 

'Cancer-riddled' Putin surrounded by doctors, takes breaks for treatment - Putin is "cancer-riddled" and 

surrounded by doctors, and often takes breaks during meetings to undergo treatment, according to claims by a British 

ex-spy. Christopher Steele says the "exact details" of Putin's illness are not yet known. 

According to The Sun, Steele claims Putin is riddled with cancer and "constantly" followed by doctors monitoring his 

health and cannot take a full meeting without a break for treatment. 

"He's constantly accompanied around the place by a team of doctors," the ex-spy told British radio station LBC. "Meetings 

of the security council that are shown to supposedly last for a whole hour are actually broken up into several sections … 

he goes out and receives some kind of medical treatment between those sections. 

According to Steele, the Kremlin is in "increasing disarray" and, with Putin "increasingly ill", the Russian government has 

"no clear political leadership". 

The ex-spy also said it is unlikely Putin will withdraw from Ukraine, out of fears for his own safety. 

Containment 

U.S. aims to arm Ukraine with advanced anti-ship missiles to fight Russian blockade - The White House is 

working to put advanced anti-ship missiles in the hands of Ukrainian fighters to help defeat Russia's naval blockade, 

officials said, amid concerns more powerful weapons that could sink Russian warships would intensify the conflict. 

Ukraine has made no secret it wants more advanced U.S. capabilities beyond its current inventory of artillery, Javelin and 

Stinger missiles, and other arms. Kyiv's list, for example, includes missiles that could push the Russian navy away from its 

Black Sea ports, allowing the restart of shipments of grain and other agricultural products worldwide. 
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The United States is sending another $100 million in weapons to Ukraine, and more is certainly on the way. 

That's because lawmakers authorized a new $40 billion aid package for Kyiv that passed the House last week, and finally 

advanced, 86-11, in the Senate Thursday.  

This new batch of arms will include 18 155 mm howitzers, 18 vehicles to tow the howitzers, three AN/TPQ-36 counter-

artillery radars, and other smaller parts, Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters Thursday. "Capabilities in this 

package are tailored to meet critical Ukrainian needs for today's fight as Russian forces continue their offensive in eastern 

Ukraine," Kirby said in a statement.  

U.S. Preparing Plan To Destroy Russia's Black Sea Fleet—Ukraine – A Ukrainian official has said that the U.S. is 

working on a plan to target Russia's Black Sea Fleet to free up ports whose blockade by Moscow threatens world food 

supplies. On Friday, Ukrainian ministry of internal affairs adviser Anton Gerashchenko tweeted that the U.S. "is preparing 

a plan to destroy the Black Sea Fleet." 

"The effective work of the Ukrainians on warships convinced (the USA) to prepare a plan to unblock the ports," he said. 

"Deliveries of powerful anti-ship weapons (Harpoon and Naval Strike Missile with a range of 250-300 km) are being 

discussed." 

His message follows a report from Reuters that the White House is working on a plan to put anti-ship missiles in the 

hands of Ukrainian troops to defeat the naval blockade. 

U.S. officials and congressional sources said the powerful anti-ship missiles which Gerashchenko referred to may be either 

directly shipped to Ukraine or transferred through a European ally. 

As well as offering a tactical advantage to help Ukraine's war effort, the supply of more arms would also have global 

ramifications, as it would pave the way to a restart of shipments of grain and other agricultural products. 

But just how to further arm Ukraine has U.S. officials worried about what might happen if the weapons were captured 

by Russian forces and add to an escalation, according to Reuters. 

One American official said no one wants to be the first or only country to supply a Harpoon, fearing reprisals from Russia. 

Also, there are logistical difficulties with Harpoons, which are made by Boeing and are mostly sea-based with a limited 

availability of platforms to launch them from shore. 

However, the agency reported that the U.S. was looking at potentially pulling a launcher off an American ship. 

Geopolitics 

U.S. quietly urging Taiwan to follow Ukraine playbook for countering China - U.S. officials are pushing their 

Taiwanese counterparts with new urgency to look to Ukraine’s success in fending off Russian forces as a blueprint for 

countering a Chinese attack, former and current U.S. officials tell POLITICO. 

But there is little doubt that China is also learning from Russia’s botched invasion as it looks to reunify Taiwan with the 

mainland — with or without force. Experts say Beijing is likely adjusting its plans for the island to reflect and improve on 

Russia’s failures. 

“There is no question that the perceived reality of the possibility [of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan] is greater than it was 

three months ago,” said Aaron Friedberg, a professor of politics and international affairs at Princeton University. But “it’s 

not a trivial challenge for the Chinese, even as strong as they’ve become.” 
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Discussions about reshaping Taiwan’s military are intensifying as President Joe Biden heads out this week on his first trip 

as president to Asia. He will make stops in South Korea and Japan, where he will meet with the leaders of the other 

nations in the Quad security pact: Japan, India and Australia. 

While Biden is not visiting Taiwan — the most likely flashpoint of a conflict — the China problem looms over the trip. The 

U.S. and its Pacific allies have been alarmed by Beijing’s tacit support for Moscow since the invasion, and U.S. officials 

believe the conflict has influenced China’s calculations about how and when to attempt to take control of Taiwan. 

“Clearly the Chinese leadership is trying to look carefully about the lessons they should draw from Ukraine about their 

own ambitions in Taiwan,” CIA Director Bill Burns said this month. “I don’t think for a minute it’s eroded [President Xi 

Jinping’s] determination over time to gain control over Taiwan, but I think it’s something that’s affecting their calculation 

about how and when they go about doing that.” 

NATO 

Russian businessman has agreed to hire and pay all 62,000 of McDonald's employees in the country - 
Russian businessman Alexander Govor has agreed to operate all of the restaurants owned by McDonald's under a new 

brand. Part of the deal with Govor entails him hiring and continuing to pay all of the employees working for McDonald's 

in Russia for the next two years, McDonald's said. No details of the rebranding have been revealed. 

Govor has also agreed to pay the salaries of all McDonald's corporate staff in Russia until closing and fund existing 

liabilities to suppliers, landlords, and utility companies, its Thursday statement read. 

Sanctions 

Russian oil production is rebounding and will continue to increase as shunned supplies may find indirect 

route to Europe, Kremlin says - Russia's oil production is showing signs of recovery despite widespread shunning of 

its supplies after President Vladimir Putin ordered the invasion of Ukraine. 

Alexander Novak, the Kremlin's top energy official and deputy prime minister, said output increased by 200,000-300,000 

barrels per day in May after declining by 1 million barrels per day in April. 

"We expect further recovery in June," Novak said Thursday at an event in Moscow, according to Bloomberg.  

While the European Union has yet to reach an agreement on a phased-in oil embargo in Moscow, major customers 

stopped buying from Russia on their own. This so-called self-sanctioning by Western companies allowed customers in 

Asian markets to pick up the slack at discounted rates. 

Russia may have a back door to European markets as well. Novak also said Thursday that Russian oil producers have sent 

exports to other markets, where they could then be redirected to Europe. In addition to the recent gains in oil, Russia is 

continuing to sell natural gas to Europe, even as it looks for alternative supplies. 

Russia To Cut Gas Flow To Finland Over Refusal To Pay In Rubles - Russia's Gazprom has informed Finland it 

will cut the flow of natural gas from May 21, the Finnish state-owned gas company Gasum said, after the wholesaler 

refused to pay in rubles. 

How the West is strangling Putin’s economy - Russia’s military failure has defied almost everyone’s predictions. 

First came abject defeat at the gates of Kyiv. Then came the incredible shrinking blitzkrieg, as attempts to encircle 

Ukrainian forces in the supposedly more favourable terrain in the east have devolved into a slow-motion battle of 

attrition. 
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What’s important about this second Russian setback is that it interacts with another big surprise: the remarkable — and, 

in some ways, puzzling — effectiveness, at least so far, of Western economic sanctions against the Putin regime, sanctions 

that are working in an unexpected way. 

As soon as the war began, there was a great deal of talk about bringing economic pressure to bear against the invading 

nation. Most of this focused on ways to cut off Russia’s exports, especially its sales of oil and natural gas. Unfortunately, 

however, there has been shamefully little meaningful movement on that front. The Biden administration has banned 

imports of Russian oil, but this will have little effect unless other nations follow our lead. And Europe, in particular, still 

hasn’t placed an embargo on Russian oil, let alone done anything substantive to wean itself from dependence on Russian 

gas. 

As a result, Russian exports have held up, and the country appears to be headed for a record trade surplus. So is Vladimir 

Putin winning the economic war? 

No, he’s losing it. That surging surplus is a sign of weakness, not strength — it largely reflects a plunge in Russia’s imports, 

which even state-backed analysts say is hobbling its economy. Russia is, in effect, making a lot of money selling oil and 

gas, but finding it hard to use that money to buy the things it needs, reportedly including crucial components used in the 

production of tanks and other military equipment. 

Why is Russia apparently having so much trouble buying stuff? Part of the answer is that many of the world’s democracies 

have banned sales to Russia of a variety of goods — weapons, of course, but also industrial components that can, directly 

or indirectly, be used to produce weapons. 

However, that can’t be the whole story, because Russia seems to have lost access to imports even from countries that 

aren’t imposing sanctions. Matt Klein of the blog The Overshoot estimates that in March, exports from allied democracies 

to Russia were down 53 per cent from normal levels (and early indications are that they fell further in April). But exports 

from neutral or pro-Russian countries, including China, were down almost as much — 45 per cent. 

Some of this may, as Klein has suggested, reflect fear, even in non-allied countries, of “being on the wrong side of 

sanctions.” Imagine yourself as the CEO of a Chinese company that relies on components produced in South Korea, Japan 

or the United States. If you make sales to Russia that might be seen as helping Putin’s war effort, wouldn’t you worry 

about facing sanctions yourself? 

Sanctions on Russia’s financial system, such as the freezing of the central bank’s reserves and the exclusion of some major 

private banks from international payment systems, may also be crimping imports. Hard currency may be flowing into 

Russia but using that currency to buy things abroad has become difficult. You can’t conduct modern business with 

suitcases full of $100 bills. 

The war in Ukraine appears to have devolved into a battle of attrition, and that’s not a battle Putin seems likely to win: 

Russia has suffered huge equipment losses that it won’t be able to replace anytime soon, while Ukraine is receiving large 

equipment inflows from the West. This war may well be over, and not to Putin’s advantage, before Russia finds ways 

around Western sanctions. 

One final point: The effect of sanctions on Russia offers a graphic, if grisly, demonstration of a point economists often try 

to make, but rarely manage to get across: Imports, not exports, are the point of international trade. 

That is, the benefits of trade shouldn’t be measured by the jobs and incomes created in export industries; those workers 

could, after all, be doing something else. The gains from trade come, instead, from the useful goods and services other 

countries provide to your citizens. And running a trade surplus isn’t a “win;” if anything, it means that you’re giving the 

world more than you get, receiving nothing but IOUs in return. 
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Impacts 

Ukraine’s transhipment capacity insufficient, but EU helps out - Ukraine’s transhipment capacity is insufficient 

to handle agricultural cargo volumes pending on the Western Ukrainian border. The country’s infrastructure Minister 

Oleksandr Kubrakov underlined that time is pressuring and stressed that EU investments in Ukraine should take place as 

soon as possible. In return, the EU Parliament voted for the suspension of Ukraine’s export duties, setting aside customs 

processes to facilitate the speedy transport of products. 

 


